Pathogenesis of acute and delayed corneal lesions after ocular exposure to sulfur mustard vapor.
Sulfur mustard (SM) exposure results in dose-dependent morbidities caused by cytotoxicity and vesication. Although lesions resulting from ocular exposure often resolve clinically, an idiopathic delayed mustard gas keratopathy (MGK) can develop after a moderate or severe exposure. Sequelae include persistent keratitis, recurring epithelial lesions, corneal neovascularization, and corneal degeneration, which can lead to impaired vision or loss of sight. The purpose of this effort is to correlate structural changes with injury progression during the development of MGK. New Zealand White rabbit corneas were exposed to SM using a vapor cup delivery system. The transition from acute to delayed injury was characterized by clinical, histological, and ultrastructural metrics over 8 weeks. Exposure dose was correlated to the likelihood of developing MGK but not to its severity. In a 56-animal cohort, a 2.5-minute exposure generated a corneal lesion, with 89% of corneas developing MGK within 5 weeks. A significant decrease in corneal edema at 2 weeks was predictive of the 11% of corneas that underwent asymptomatic recovery. Ultrastructural comparison of asymptomatic and MGK corneas at 8 weeks indicates that MGK is characterized by persistent edema and profound disorganization of the basement membrane zone. Ultrastructural changes associated with the delayed pathophysiology of corneal SM vapor exposure involve severe degeneration of the basement membrane zone and persistent edema. The mechanisms underlying MGK pathogenesis seem to alter injury progression as soon as 2 weeks after exposure. These data suggest that the vapor cup model system is suitable for therapeutic evaluation.